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Inordinate consumption of natural resources by humans over the past century

and unsustainable growth practices have necessitated a need for enforcing

global policies to sustain the ecosystem and prevent irreversible changes.

This study utilizes the Generalized Global Sustainability model (GGSM), which

focuses on sustainability for the Food-Energy-Water (FEW) Nexus. GGSM is a

15-compartment model with components for the food-web, microeconomic

framework, energy, industry and water sectors, and humans. GGSM shows that

an increased per capita consumption scenario is unsustainable. In this study, an

optimal-control theory based approach is devised to address the unsustainable

scenario through policy interventions to evaluate sustainability by employing

multiple global indicators and controlling them. Six policy options are

employed as control variables to provide global policy recommendations

to develop the multi-variate optimal control approach. Seven objectives

are proposed to limit the human burden on the environment to ascertain

sustainability from a lens of ecological, economic, and social wellbeing.

This study observes the performance of the policy options toward seven

sustainability indicators: Fisher Information, Green Net Product, Ecological

Bu�er, Carbon dioxide emissions, Nitrous oxide emissions, and Global Water

Stress. The optimal control model assesses these multiple objectives by

minimizing the variance in the Fisher Information. One significant result

from this study is that optimizing for the Fisher Information based objective

is adequate to attain sustainability and manage the other objectives under

consideration. Thus, forgoing a multi-objective problem framework. The

results show that cross-dimensional policy interventions such as increased

vegetarianism and increased penalty on industrial discharge are shown to have

a positive impact on scale.
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1. Introduction

The industrial revolution, followed by globalization, boosted

the global economy dramatically and improved the quality of

life. Following this, the digital era ushered in the technology that

is now essential to the daily lives of many. Human consumption

increased exponentially over the past 70 years. The total

amount of raw materials extracted to meet final consumption

demands or the material footprint per capita has increased by

113% in the last 30 years (United Nations, 2019a). Moreover,

in 1992, Meadows and team predicted that the per capita

consumption would increase by 50% over the next 50 years

(Meadows et al., 1992). Thus, owing to the rising population

combined with such consumption, humans are extracting more

today than 70 years ago (Syvitski et al., 2020). Unstructured

global consumption has resulted in repercussions such as

the transformation of land use, loss of biodiversity, excessive

pollution, and stress on natural resources. Contrastingly, the

digital era also fueled innovation and the evolution of existing

technologies to mitigate the impact of human consumption.

The field of global sustainable development studies the intricate

relationships between the environment, economics, society, and

technology and analyzes the impact of policies corresponding

with human activity.

Brundtland Commission (1987) described sustainability as

“development that meets the needs of the present without

compromising the ability of the future generations to meet their

own needs.” Studying sustainability has become imperative for

the increased longevity of resources on this planet from an

organizational and global perspective, and several researchers

have proposed systemic approaches to provide a sustainable

policy-making structure (Etschmaier, 2014; Liu et al., 2015;

Schwaninger, 2015).

A recent review studying nexus challenges in Brazil

and policymaking in the energy-food-water nexus encourages

policymakers to consider scientific feedback from nexus experts

and nexus modeling tools in proposed policies to evaluate

the land use, energy intensity, and water impact of policies

while maintaining a sustainable economy (Mercure et al.,

2019). Similarly, Wallington and Cai (2017) assessed the policy

tradeoff between agriculture expansion and deforestation and

hydropower vs. biodiversity and emissions in the FEW nexus

in the humid tropics to make a case for policy redesign. These

studies reiterate the importance of science-based policymaking

to the complex interconnected challenges posed in sustainable

development at scale from social welfare, resource management,

and governance standpoint (Catney and Doyle, 2011; Voinov

et al., 2014; Artioli et al., 2017).

There is an immediate need for global policies in food

systems, the water sector, energy, and the industry sector to

make incremental progress on the Sustainable Development

Goals (SDGs) proposed by the United Nations. In the food

systems, policy initiatives encouraging organic farming have

been proposed as a measure to advance toward achieving

the SDGs (Eyhorn et al., 2019). Sustainable transformation of

agricultural systems is necessary to fulfill the rising demand

and ensure human prosperity. Researchers have proposed

a sustainability intensification plan with measures such as

green GDP, innovative water solutions, and ecosystem function

conservation areas for agricultural development. This approach

hinges on cross-domain and integrated-system innovation and

initiatives in different sectors at scale (Rockström et al., 2017).

Researchers have proposed sustainable policymaking by

studying various individual or interconnected systems in the

global ecosystem by applying systemic mathematical decision-

making approaches. Algorithmic control approaches have

been applied to the dairy production sector for sustainable

production, loss prevention, and emission reduction (Validi

et al., 2014; Haass et al., 2015). Taherzadeh et al. (2021) carried

out a risk assessment associated with water, energy, and land in a

global economy and the inter-regional multi-sectoral resource

uncertainty in a global supply chain to study the tradeoff

between globalization and natural resources. Machine learning

techniques have also been applied to predict climate conditions,

nitrogen management in agricultural crop prediction, and soil

conditions in agricultural planning (Coopersmith et al., 2014;

Chlingaryan et al., 2018; Chakraborty et al., 2021). Multi-

agent reinforcement learning based control also shows positive

impacts on greenhouse gas emissions and pollutants and energy

requirements for a wastewater treatment plant (Chen et al.,

2021). Integrated models have been widely used to study

sustainability and provide policy recommendations. Gao et al.

(2018) utilized an integrated model for the water-food-energy

nexus management in land and water constrained setting in

China by modeling water prices to encourage optimal crop

production sites, technologies, and crop diversity through

environmental impacts andwater analysis. Vinca (2021) assessed

transboundary cooperation based policy recommendations for

the climate-land-energy-water nexus focused on the Indus basin

region in Pakistan for electricity generation, food trade, and

water economics between India, Pakistan, and Afghanistan with

a focus on the Sustainable Development Goals. A similar study

focusing on the land-water resource allocation space evaluated

social, economic, and environmental goals in a sugarcane

production setting with an uncertain yield in Thailand by

applying multi-objective optimization techniques improved on

the social and economic goals through informed policy-making

(Amaruchkul, 2021). Randall (2021) proposed a cost-benefit

optimization approach to sustainability by integrating humans

and nature, planetary boundary, and utilizing sustainability

indicators to evaluate the benefits of a policy on the overall

welfare of the system. Structured burden-shifting policymaking

is necessary to observe impacts across several sustainability

indicators instead of a singular objective focused policy

(Algunaibet and Guillén-Gosálbez, 2019). The fundamental

background of this study is discussed next.
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1.1. Theoretical background

Cabezas et al. (2018) proposed a Sustainable Systems

Hypothesis stating that sustainability can be achieved by limiting

the human burden on the environment so as to not exceed

the biocapacity, conservation of trophic and functional integrity

of the ecosystem, adequate economic production to exceed the

consumption, certain quality of human existence, sustainable

use of energy resources and finally, and maintenance of

system order and self-organization over time. These criteria

can be captured using indicators such as ecological footprint,

sustainable process index, ecosystem integrity, green net

product, quality of human existence, energy extraction rate,

and an overall indicator of system performance which is Fisher

Information. The ecological footprint, sustainable process index,

and the rate of energy extraction over time should not be

increasing for a sustainable system. Also, from an economic

and social wellbeing perspective, the green net product and

the quality of human existence should not decrease over time.

Furthermore, the Fisher Information measures the ability of a

system to maintain its order, and self-organization over time.

In the case of a sustainable system, the FI remains steady and

unchanging over time.

1.1.1. Fisher information (FI) as a sustainability
indicator

Fisher Information (FI) is a statistical theory concept to

measure the amount of information that can be observed about

a random variable. FI is utilized in frequentist statistics for

designing an experiment, for construction of a null hypothesis

test or computation of confidence intervals, and in Bayesian

statistics to define Jeffrey’s prior for estimation problems or in

the case of a Bayesian hypothesis test (Ly et al., 2017). Thus, FI

finds applications in diverse disciplines such as mathematical

psychology, physics, quantum theory, computational biology,

and sustainability (Frieden, 2004; Nalewajski, 2008; Eason

and Cabezas, 2012; Kanitscheider et al., 2015; Demkowicz-

Dobrzański et al., 2020; Meyer, 2021). Frank (2009) showed

that the natural selection phenomenon in evolutionary biology

follows the fundamental behind maximization of the FI to

dynamically move the system toward maximum fitness in the

absence of any other evolutionary force other than natural

selection. Many studies have illustrated the ability of FI

to evaluate the dynamic order of model and real systems

(Karunanithi et al., 2008; Rico-Ramirez et al., 2010; Gonzalez-

Mejia, 2011; Ahmad et al., 2016). A recent sustainability

assessment for an urban university identified the strengths of FI

for a real integrated-system analysis (Ai et al., 2019).

Rico-Ramirez et al. (2010) show the significance of FI as

a generalized sustainability index for dynamic models through

immunotherapy and continuous crystallization applications. Al-

Saffar (2018) studied several ecological nonlinear dynamical

systems, such as the predator-prey model, and the three species

model showing the significance of FI as a measure of system

variability or sustainability. Ramírez-Carrillo et al. (2018) show

the application of FI combined with time series data to evaluate

the ecosystem health and stability of North America. FI for a

system is sensitive to changes and is a good indicator of policy

progress over time. Gonzalez-Mejia et al. (2012) evaluated FI as

a measure of the US air quality over a period of 29 years and

showed that FI reflects the changes in the air quality.

These studies show the strong significance of FI as a

sustainability indicator for real dynamical systems.

1.1.2. Optimal control for sustainability models

An optimal control method is an approach in mathematical

decision-making where the profile of a parameter over time

is of importance. It has been applied to an urban wastewater

management system to improve river water quality, wastewater

treatment plants to offer environmental and economic benefits,

and renewable energy and hybrid grid systems (Butler and

Schütze, 2005; Sichilalu, 2016; Revollar et al., 2017).

Recently, Kellett et al. (2019) utilized an optimal control

approach with an integrated assessment model to evaluate

the mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions by the middle of

the century. They state the necessity of having an array of

policy responses relying on pricing greenhouse gas emissions

and providing a basis for pricing options through optimal

control based modeling. Jiang et al. (2019) utilized stochastic

optimal control techniques to reduce transboundary pollution

in the Xiang Jiang River Basin in China to propose an

environmental policy design to address conflicts due to water

pollution across regional boundaries. Verma et al. (2021) utilized

mathematical modeling to track the human population, energy

use, and atmospheric carbon dioxide emissions to propose

emission reduction strategies such as switching to more energy-

efficient options and low carbon energy sources by applying

optimal control methods. The optimal control method has been

combined with FI in bipartite quantum dynamics to achieve

higher precision in the presence of noise (Qin et al., 2022).

Furthermore, this intersection of optimal control and FI proved

successful in the physical domain to minimize connection

time between non-equilibrium steady states system (Prados,

2021). Similarly, Vickers and Andersson (2021) minimized

the estimation uncertainty for a particle tracking microscope

through FI based optimal control.

Shastri et al. (2008b) proposed an optimal control theory

based approach to extend sustainability by utilizing FI for

a small integrated ecological-economic system. Furthermore,

Doshi et al. (2015) extended this approach by applying

multivariate optimal control to an evolved version of the

integrated ecological-economic system. Rawlings et al. (2020)

proposed a nuanced approach to find the optimal value of time

for time averaged FI calculation and subsequent optimization
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while identifying the dynamic regime of the system to observe

sustainable behavior in an integrated ecological model using

optimal control.

The World 3 model was developed to study the limits of the

world system (Meadows et al., 1972). Following the success of

the World 3 model, many global models such as the GUMBO

model, the GCAM model, and recently the HARMONEY and

HANDY models have been developed, which study the complex

interactions between humans and the planet for climate change

mitigation and sustainability (Boumans et al., 2002; Motesharrei

et al., 2014; Calvin et al., 2019; King, 2020).

In this study, we utilize an integrated assessment model

known as the generalized global sustainability model (GGSM)

(Hanumante et al., 2022; Nisal et al., 2022) and optimal control

methods to derive policy options elemental toward achieving

sustainability. The model is available here.

In the following manuscript, Section 2 presents the

methodology behind this study by describing the different

aspects of this study, followed by Section 3, which presents

the results of this approach. Section 4 presents the discussion

section to investigate the policy inferences in further detail and

finally, Section 5 summarizes the conclusions and future path for

this study.

2. Methods

2.1. Generalized global sustainability
model description

A model was recently developed with a focus on global

sustainability and particularly the Food-Energy-Water Nexus.

This is a 15-compartment model with components for the

FIGURE 1

Generalized global Sustainability model (GGSM). Compartments: primary producers shown in green (P1,P2,P3), herbivores shown in yellow
(H1,H2,H3), carnivores (C1, C2) shown in pink, human households (HH) shown in orange, industry sector (IS) shown in gray, energy producer (EP)
shown in blue, fuel source shown in brown, water reservoir shown in blue, resource pool shown in white, inaccessible resource pool shown in
black (Hanumante et al., 2022; Nisal et al., 2022).
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food-web, microeconomic framework, energy, industry and

water sectors, and humans. The different compartments in

this model are three primary producers (P1, P2, and P3), three

herbivores (H1, H2, and H3), two carnivores (C1 and C2),

human households (HH), industry (IS), energy producer (EP),

fuel source (FS), water reservoir (WRS), resource pool (RP), and

an inaccessible resource pool (IRP) as presented in Figure 1.

The resource pool represents a finite nutrient source, and the

mass that is biologically inaccessible to the rest of the ecosystem

is represented by the inaccessible resource pool. The primary

producers make mass available for the rest of the ecosystem

by consuming the resource pool, and the compartments P2

and P3 recycle small amounts of mass from the inaccessible

resource pool back into the system to represent bacterial actions.

The energy producer sector (EP) utilizes labor to convert a

non-renewable energy fuel source into usable energy and has

the capability to utilize P1 to produce biopower or renewable

energy. It is assumed that the price of energy generated from

biopower is equal to the price of energy produced from the

non-renewable energy source. The industry sector utilizes P1

and resource pool to make products for humans to consume.

It is worth noting that the mass of the human compartment

does not increase by consuming products from the industry,

but these products add to the mass of the inaccessible resource

pool. Similarly, the energy producer sector adds to the mass

of the inaccessible resource pool through energy production.

The humans (HH) can work in four industries: the industry

sector (IS), energy producer sector (EP), agriculture sector

(P1), and livestock sector (H1) and the industry sector

determines wages depending on the demand-supply gap of

the IS product and abundance of human labor. Hence, it also

follows that the ecological compartments can be grouped as

those with economic value or domesticated species and wild

species without economic value. A rudimentary legal system

incorporated in the model assigns property rights to the owners

of the domesticated species, IS products, and non-renewable

energy sources. H1 has regulated grazing rights to access P2.

The access of C1 to H1 is regulated because while H1 is private

property, C1 is a protected species. H2 has limited access to

P1 by human action, e.g., fencing. Human population growth

depends on the per capita mass, birth rate, and mortality rate.

The historical crude death rate data for the past 65 years starting

from the year 1950 was used to model the global population.

The food-web model is expressed with Lotka-Volterra type

expressions, and the economy is represented by a price-setting

model where the HH and the firms attempt to maximize their

well-being. Thus, the ecological compartments are expressed as

differential equations, and economic equations take an algebraic

equation form. Owing to the integrated nature of this model,

the ecological and economic equations are regulated by key

variables which can be used to control the system over time.

This model is highly sensitive to changes, and altering these

key parameters impacts model performance and sustainability.

Furthermore, this model can predict global quantities such

as carbon dioxide emissions and nitrous oxide emissions

to quantify pollution and the gross domestic product as a

performance indicator for the global economy. Global-scale

data was used during themodeling exercise to estimate planetary

quantities. The model is simulated for a timeframe of 200 years,

starting from the year 1950 and going until the year 2150.

Global population, carbon dioxide emissions and sector-wise

carbon emissions, and nitrous oxide emissions have been

validated against historical databases. Furthermore, the model

was analyzed for several scenarios in the sustainability study,

such as the base case scenario, population explosion scenario,

per capita consumption increase scenario, and population

explosion combined with the per capita consumption

increase scenario. A brief explanation of these scenarios is

provided below:

• Base case scenario (Scenario 1): This is the business-

as-usual scenario where the parameters are the best fit

against historical data. Hence, the system is stable, and

ecological compartments are stable. The emissions (both

carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide emissions) are increasing

but low in the overall scheme, and the economy is stable.

• Population increase scenario (Scenario 2): This scenario

was speculated to see how the model performs if the

population increases at a higher rate compared to current

trends. The model performance showed that while the

ecological compartments get consumed at a marginally

faster rate, the system can support an increased population.

• Per capita consumption increase scenario (Scenario 3):

In this scenario, the per capita consumption increases and

is modeled by linearly varying the coefficients used for the

estimation of per capita demand for individual resources.

As the consumption levels increase, the system is unstable

and ecological compartments start dying, leading to the loss

of biodiversity. The economy is unstable, and the emissions

increase drastically. This poses an unsustainable system.

• Per capita consumption increase with the population

explosion scenario (Scenario 4): In this scenario, the per

capita consumption increases along with an increase in the

human population. Similar to the per capita consumption

increase scenario, the system is unstable and unsustainable.

Thus, the population explosion only accelerates the process

of the ecological compartment collapse.

Further details of this model can be found in Hanumante

et al. (2022) and Nisal et al. (2022). This model was

reparameterized recently to present a more realistic system.

After this reparameterization, the base case remains the same.

The ecological compartment trends observed in scenarios 3 and

4, while qualitatively similar, shift further by 10 years.
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2.2. Sustainability assessment

Sustainability is a multifaceted concept with wide ranging

effects across physical, ecological, economic, environmental, and

social welfare dimensions. The objectives defined below in this

section are measures of sustainability from an overall welfare

perspective across these dimensions.

2.2.1. Fisher information (FI)

Fisher Information is a concept originating from

Information Theory and is a measure of the dynamic order

of a system under consideration. The Sustainable Regimes

Hypothesis was developed by Cabezas and Fath (2002) to utilize

FI as a measure of sustainability as a function of dynamic order.

The evolution of FI over time gives an indication of the order or

organization of a system (Cabezas and Fath, 2002).

• Constant FI: If the FI is constant or oscillating about a

constant value, the system is dynamically sustainable.

• Increasing FI: If the FI is increasing over a period of

time, the system is moving toward a state of increasing

self-organization. Thus, it is an indication of a potentially

sustainable state.

• Decreasing FI: If the FI is decreasing over time, the system

is unstable. Such a system’s loss of organization is an

indication of an unsustainable system.

Fisher Information for one variable can be expressed as

I =

∫

1

p(x)

(

dp(x)

d(x)

)2

dx (1)

where p(x) is the probability of observing a particular value

of x (González-Mejía et al., 2015). Shastri and Diwekar (2006)

extended this ideology to a systemwith n variables and show that

when n variables constitute the state variable vector of a system,

it gives the FI of that system. Following this ideology, the time

averaged FI for a system with n species is given by:

It =
1

Tc

∫ Tc

0

(

a(t)2

v(t)4

)

dt (2)

where Tc is the cycle time of the system and

v(t) =

√

√

√

√

n
∑

i=1

(

dxi

dt

)2

(3)

a(t) =
1

v(t)

[

n
∑

i=1

dxi

dt

(

d2xi

dt2

)]

(4)

v(t) and a(t) are called the velocity and acceleration

terms, respectively.

It is observed in the case of the GGSM that the FI is stable

for the base case (Scenario 1) and the population explosion

scenario (Scenario 2). For the per capita consumption increase

scenario (Scenario 3), the FI is unstable and for the per

capita consumption increase with population explosion scenario

(Scenario 4), FI is unstable and shows high variation.

2.2.2. Ecological bu�er

An ecological buffer is a measure of bio-productive land

to give insight into a country’s use of its ecological assets’

regenerative capacity (Vanham et al., 2019). Thus, it measures

the equivalent land demand of the population by identifying

the amount of bio-productive land required to support the

annual average consumption and the waste production of an

individual (Rodriguez-Gonzalez et al., 2020). The modeling of

the ecological buffer in this study involves all the compartments

and the human influenced flows in the system. Thus, the

ecological buffer measures the biocapacity of an entity (state,

country, continent, or world) and the ability of this entity

to offset the implications of the rising population and thus

consumption. Hence, ideally, the ecological buffer should be

higher for there to be a biocapacity reserve to account for the

growing demand.

Ecological Buffer = Biocapacity− Ecological Footprint (5)

Biocapacity = Sumof compartment masses with

human interactions (6)

Ecological Footprint = Sumof human influenced flows (7)

2.2.3. Green net product (GNP)

The green net product is an economic measurement of

sustainability from the perspective of social welfare. In its

simplest form, it can be defined as the sum of the real value

of consumption and the real value of the net investments

(Rodriguez-Gonzalez et al., 2020). In this study, GNP is

calculated as the sum of GDP and the penalty on greenhouse gas

emissions. The penalty on emissions is imposed in the form of

a carbon price of $60/tCO2 as from the range recommended by

the high-level commission on the carbon prices by the World

Bank Group consistent with achieving the Paris temperature

target by 2030 (Stiglitz et al., 2017). Thus, a higher value of GNP

is preferable.

GNP = GDP − price of carbon ∗ (CO2 + NOX Emissions) (8)

2.2.4. Global water stress (GWS)

This is an indicator of the stress on the water system to fulfill

the water demand on a global scale. Global water stress is defined
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as the ratio of the total water demand to the available exploitable

water resources (Hanumante et al., 2022). In an ideal scenario, a

lower value of the global water stress is preferred.

GlobalWater Stress =
TotalWater Demand

AvailableWater
(9)

2.2.5. Carbon emissions (CO2 emissions)

The carbon dioxide from the GGSM is utilized in this case.

In the case of carbon emissions, the following compartments

are utilized: P1 and H1 represent agriculture and livestock, IS

represents the industry, EP represents the energy sector, and

finally, the residential, commercial, and transportation sector is

considered as a function of the human population. Thus, a lower

value of carbon emissions is preferred.

CO2 = sum(human influenced flow)+ c (10)

2.2.6. Nitrous oxide emissions (NOX emissions)

The nitrous oxide emissions from the GGSM are utilized in

this case. For nitrous oxide emissions: Agriculture represented

by P1 and P2, industry by IS, and the energy sector by EP are

used tomodel theNOX emissions. A lower value of nitrous oxide

emissions is desirable.

NOX = sum(human influenced flow)+ c (11)

2.2.7. Gross domestic product (GDP)

The GDP is utilized as a measure of the economic

performance of the model. The GDP from the model utilizes

information from the same sectors as the carbon emissions

described above. Since the GDP is an indicator of economic

activity, a higher and stable GDP is preferable. GDP is a sum of

the human influenced flows from a particular sector to humans

multiplied by its respective price. The general expression for

GDP in this model is:

GDP = sum(price of sector ∗ human influenced flow)+ c (12)

2.3. Control variables

Previously (Benavides et al., 2015) studied the model as

a network to determine the controllability of the system. The

study concluded that controlling a minimum number of 12

nodes was necessary for sustainability in this system. These

parameters were used to conduct sensitivity analysis and are

presented in Table 1. After conducting an initial sensitivity

analysis, six variables were shortlisted for the optimal control

problem. These six variables showed the most significant

impact on the ecological compartments and on maintaining

sustainability. These variables have been classified according

to their technological, social, or economical characteristics and

incorporate the techno-socioeconomic scope of this study.

The techno-social variables include penalties that castigate the

Industry Sector (IS) or the energy producer sector (EP) for waste

disposal into the environment. From the techno-social variables,

the discharge fee for the industry sector was selected in the

current study as a control variable.

The socio-economic variables include the plant

consumption parameter which is associated with the demand

of P1 by humans (kP1HH) to evaluate plant consumption per

unit price of P1, the minimum set price of the herbivores H1

associated with the demand of H1 by humans to evaluate the

animal consumption if the minimum value is the price of

H1 (pH1), agricultural price parameter (fP1H1) which is the

parameter associated with the price of P1 with the demand of

P1 by H1, plant material price parameter (pP1IS) which is the

parameter related to the price of P1 with the demand of P1 by IS,

industrial energy consumption price parameter (pEPIS) which

is the price of a unit of energy associated with the demand of

energy by IS, household energy consumption price parameter

(zEPHH) which is the price of a unit of energy associated with

the demand for energy by humans (HH), household biofuel

consumption price parameter (kEP) which is the price of a unit

of energy through biopower associated with the demand for

energy by humans (HH). The plant consumption parameter

and the animal consumption parameter were selected for the

optimal control problem as they were more sensitive toward

the compartments.

The techno-economic variables included variables such as

industrial efficiency toward agricultural parameter to evaluate

the amount of P1 required to produce a unit of the industrial

product IS (θP1), the maximum grassland allowance parameter

to regulate grazing of P2 by H1 (k̂), and industry efficiency

parameter which affects the amount of RP needed to produce

one unit of IS (λ). All techno-economic parameters were

selected for optimal control due to their sensitivity toward

compartmental change. Furthermore, work is being carried

out to develop a new techno-social parameter to penalize the

carbon emissions emitted into the environment in the form of

a carbon tax and a new socio-economic parameter to include

the price of water associated with the demand of water by

industry, municipal, or agriculture sectors. The suitability of

these as optimal control variables will be determined further, and

subsequent analysis will be carried out in the future.

Thus, the six parameters selected for the optimal control

problem are: plant consumption parameter (kP1HH), animal

consumption price (pH1), Industrial efficiency toward

agriculture (θP1), maximum grassland allowance parameter (k̂),

industrial efficiency parameter (λ), and the discharge fee (dfee).

2.3.1. Impact of control variables

The impact of the six decision variables selected for optimal

control on the ecological compartments was observed from the
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TABLE 1 Policy options for sensitivity analysis.

Group Name Mass flow Significance of variable Selected

Techno-social Discharge fee (dfee) IS→IRP Penalty imposed by governing body Yes

on the Industry sector(IS) for waste disposal

Techno-social Energy production tax (dEP
fee) EP→IRP Penalty imposed by governing body No

on the Energy Producer sector (EP) for waste disposal

Techno-social Carbon tax (tCO2 ) Penalty imposed by governing body on the Yes

carbon emissions

Currently being modeled

Socio-economic Plant consumption parameter (kP1HH) P1→HH Price of the compartment P1 associated with Yes

the demand of P1 by human households to evaluate plant

consumption per unit price of P1

Socio-economic Animal consumption price (pH1 ) H1→HH Set minimum price of the compartment H1 associated with Yes

the demand of H1 by humans(HH) to evaluate animal

consumption if the minimum value is price of H1

Socio-economic Agricultural price (FP1H1) P1→H1 Price of the compartment P1 associated with No

the demand of the demand of P1 by H1

Socio-economic Plant material price (pP1IS) P1→IS Price of the compartment P1 associated with No

the demand of by IS

Socio-economic Industrial energy consumption price

(pEPIS)

EP→IS Price of energy as associated with No

the demand of energy by IS

Socio-economic Household energy consumption price

(zEPHH)

EP→HH price of energy No

the demand of the demand of energy by Human Household

Socio-economic Household Biofuel consumption price

(kEP)

EP→HH price of EP associated with No

the demand of energy by Human household

Socio-economic Price of water (pWS) Price of water associated with Yes

the demand of water by Industry, Municipal or Agricultural

Sector

Currently being modeled

Techno-economic Industrial efficiency toward

agriculture parameter (θP1)

P1→IS Amount of P1 required to Yes

produce a unit of industrial product IS

Techno-economic Maximum grassland allowance

parameter (k̂)

P2→H1 Constant value specified by the government. Yes

Represents the grazing of P2 by H1

Techno-economic Industrial efficiency parameter (λ) RP→EP Amount of RP needed Yes

to produce a unit of IS

The bold values indicate the selected variables studied in this article.

sensitivity analysis. The variable kP1HH which is the parameter

associated with the consumption of the P1 compartment by

humans shows an effect on the ecological compartments P1, H1,

and C1. As this parameter increases, the demand for P1 by the

human compartment (HH) increases, or humans consumemore

of the P1 compartment. This dynamic has a positive impact

on the H1 and C1 compartments. The maintenance of these

species shows that there is a large enough food resource available

for each.

The parameter pH1 which is the minimum set price of

the compartment H1 shows an effect on P1, H1, and C1. As

the value of pH1 increases, the H1 is maintained, but P1 gets

depleted faster, and the mass of C1 increases. Furthermore, the

increase has a positive impact on green net product and GDP

but a negative impact on all other objectives. The variable that

controls the grazing of P2 by H1 (k̂) shows a drastic impact on

the ecological compartments and is sensitive to change across all

the objectives. The technological variable θP1, which measures

the efficiency of the industry sector toward the agriculture sector,

controls the amount of P1 required by the industry sector to

make one unit of industry product for humans to utilize. An

increase in θP1 results in faster depletion of P1, H1, and C1 and

increases both the Carbon dioxide and Nitrous Oxide emissions

and the global water stress while reducing the green net product,

ecological buffer, and the GDP. The variable λ which controls

the amount of RP required to make one unit of industry product
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shows that when increased, it has a positive impact on P1 but has

a negative impact on the green net product, emissions, global

water stress, GDP, and the ecological buffer. The discharge fee

pISHH which penalizes the industry sector for emitting waste

into the environment shows that the effect of this penalty can

only be observed at a relatively higher value compared to the

extremely low base value.

2.4. Optimal control

Optimal Control Theory presents a mathematical

optimization basis for controlling models of dynamic systems.

The optimal control method evaluates time-dependent control

variables to investigate control strategies over time. An optimal

control problem necessitates a mathematical system with

time-dependent variables involving a performance indicator

to steer the path of the control variables in order to optimize

the performance indicator. Sustainability involves the overall

welfare of humans and nature across several aspects such as

social, ecological, environmental, economic, and physical over

the course of time. Optimal control provides the tools necessary

to control such a complex time-dependent system. In the

case of sustainable development, the objective now becomes

the maintenance and wellbeing of nature and human society.

The Sustainable Regimes Hypothesis was developed to guide

and interpret the use of Fisher Information (FI) as a measure

of sustainability (Cabezas and Fath, 2002). In the case of a

sustainable regime in a system, the average value of FI over time

should be steady and higher than zero (González-Mejía et al.,

2015; Rodriguez-Gonzalez et al., 2020). Thus, the objective for

the optimal control problem can be to maximize the FI or to

minimize the variance of FI between the system under review

and an ideal sustainable system or the base case. When the FI

is maximized, the system is propelled into a state that is more

sustainable mathematically.

Although, when the FI variance is minimized, the systemwill

be maintained in a sustainable state since the system’s level of

organization tries to remain constant (Shastri et al., 2008a; Doshi

et al., 2015; Rodriguez-Gonzalez et al., 2020).

The objective function J can be formalized as:

J = min

∫ T

0
(It − Iconstant)

2dt (13)

Where It is the time averaged FI for a system under

consideration or the consumption increase scenario, in this

case, Iconstant is the FI of an ideal system or the base case in

this study, and T is the total time under consideration. This is

subject to the model equations, both ecological model equations,

which are differential equations, and the microeconomic model

equations, which take algebraic form and the bounds on the

decision variables.

Optimal control problems can be solved using several

techniques such as calculus of variations, dynamic

programming, maximum principle method (Diwekar, 2020).

This study utilizes the nonlinear programming (NLP)

optimization technique to solve the optimal control problem.

To apply the NLP approach for optimal control, a discretized

problem space is required. The optimal control problem starts

in the year 2020 and goes on until the year 2150, thus 130 years

in total.

The six decision variables described in the previous section

are selected for control. These represent policy parameters and

can vary over time. In the base case, these variables hold constant

values throughout the timeline as presented in Figure 3. This

gives the opportunity to explore several options in case of

optimal control. The control problem can evaluate if there exists

a solution where a constant optimal value achieves sustainability.

Another approach could be that the total time is converted to

equispaced time intervals and the policy parameters can vary at

each time step to attain sustainability. In this study, we will study

the first scenario and evaluate if there is an optimal solution that

maximizes the survival of the ecological compartments while

tackling the multiple objectives.

The model starts in the year 1950 and the per capita

consumption increase scenario starts in the year 2020

(Hanumante et al., 2022; Nisal et al., 2022). Hence, the optimal

control strategy starts from the year 2020 and goes till 2150

for a total of 130 years. Starting from 1950 to the year 2019,

the decision variables have the same values as the base case.

Starting from 2020 the control variables can take any value,

and this value is constant through the optimal control timeline

until the year 2150. Thus, at the year 2020 time step, the

decision variables take a specific value, and the effect on the FI

is observed. The idea behind this approach is that by obtaining

a FI trend as close as possible to the ideal FI- the system would

achieve stability and hence be sustainable. The optimal values of

the policy parameters are then utilized to evaluate the nature of

all the model compartments and performance on the objectives.

These results are compared to the scenario analysis results for

the uncontrolled per capita consumption increase scenario

(Scenario 3) (Nisal et al., 2022).

3. Results

In this section, the results from the multivariate optimal

control scenario are presented.

3.1. Multi variate optimal control

The results from the optimal control strategy for the

increased per capita consumption scenario are compared to

the previous uncontrolled increased per capita consumption
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scenario (Scenario 3). This scenario where the six decision

variables are controlled is referred to as “Scenario 3 Controlled.”

The variance in the FI is minimized as the objective function.

The following results show that FI alone as an objective function

is enough to achieve sustainability and regulate the other

objectives under consideration.

It is apparent from these results shown in Figure 2 that the

control of these six parameters maintains the masses of the

ecological compartment. These results show that the ecological

compartments deplete at a slower rate than the previous

uncontrolled inordinate consumption. Furthermore, the results

also show that controlling these variables attains sustainability

FIGURE 2

E�ect of the controlled variables on the ecological compartments for the increased per capita consumption scenario (scenario 3 controlled) as
compared to the uncontrolled increased per capita consumption scenario (scenario 3). (A) Primary producers P1. (B) Primary producers P2. (C)
Herbivores H1. (D) IS production. (E) EE production. (F) Primary producers P3. (G) Herbivores H2. (H) Herbivores H3. (I) Carnivores C1. (J)
Carnivores C2.

FIGURE 3

Optimal control profiles of the six decision variables (scenario 3 controlled) as compared to the decision variable profiles for the uncontrolled
increased per capita consumption scenario (scenario 3). (A) Plant consumption parameter (kP1HH). (B) Animal consumption price (pH1). (C)
Industrial e�ciency parameter (λ). (D) Industrial e�ciency toward agriculture parameter (θP1). (E) Discharge fee (dfee). (F) Maximum grassland
allowance parameter (k̂).
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as there is an obvious shift in the trend which can be seen in

the plots for H1, H2, H3, and C1, C2 as shown in Figures 2C,G–

J. These results also show that the industry production is

now maintained.

As the ecological compartments are maintained in

the controlled scenario, both the industry and electricity

production are maintained. Thus, the industry sector extracts

less from the resource pool as compared to the previous

uncontrolled scenario.

Figures 3A–F presents the optimal profiles for these decision

variables as compared to the previous scenario where these

variables remain constant throughout for 200 years.

Figure 4 presents the profiles of the objectives under

consideration, namely Carbon dioxide emissions, Nitrous Oxide

emissions, Ecological Buffer, Green Net Product (GNP), Gross

Domestic Product (GDP), and Global Water Stress. Figure 5

presents the FI profiles for the controlled scenario 3 as compared

to the uncontrolled scenario 3 and the ideal scenario, which

is the base case or the business as usual case. The objective

of this study is to minimize the variance between the FI of

the scenario under study (controlled scenario 3) and the ideal

scenario (base case). Figure 5 shows that the FI of the controlled

scenario 3 is close to the ideal scenario and shows a stable trend

as compared to the uncontrolled scenario 3 where the FI is

trending down continuously and shows fluctuations around the

year 2125 which is the point at which the compartments start

dying. Thus, this figure shows that the variance between control

scenario 3 and the base case is minimized.

Figure 4 shows the profiles of the other six objectives with

the optimal control variables.

The GDP as presented in Figure 4B shows a slight change

around the year 2125 for the uncontrolled scenario 3. To further

evaluate the effect of optimal control on this objective, the

timeline was extended for 50 more years, and the forecasted

GDP is observed till the year 2200. For this extended timeline,

all parameters are the same as the previously described Scenario

3 with the exception that the total time is 250 years as opposed

to the previous 200 years. Similarly, for the controlled scenario,

the optimal decision profiles remain the same as presented in

Figure 3 and the total time is 250 years. Figure 6 presents the

GDP in this extended timeline and shows that the GDP in

uncontrolled scenario 3 starts dropping marginally around the

year 2125 and there is a sharp decline in GDP around the

year 2175, which indicates that the economy is unstable in an

unsustainable system. However, in the case of the controlled

scenario 3, the GDP is increasing and indicates a stable global

economy. Thus, corroborating the other results of this study

that sustainability can be maintained through specific policy

interventions. The multi-sectoral policy interventions will be

discussed in the following section.

FIGURE 4

Objective function profiles of the six objectives for the controlled increased per capita consumption scenario (scenario 3 controlled) as
compared to the objective profiles for the uncontrolled increased per capita consumption scenario (scenario 3). (A) Carbon emissions. (B) Gross
Domestic Product (GDP). (C) Nitrogen emissions. (D) Ecological bu�er. (E) Green net product. (F) Global water stress.
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FIGURE 5

Fisher Information profile for the controlled increased per capita consumption scenario (scenario 3 controlled) as compared to the Fisher
Information profiles for the uncontrolled increased per capita consumption scenario (scenario 3) and the business as usual scenario (scenario 1)
(Nisal et al., 2022).

FIGURE 6

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) profile for the controlled increased per capita consumption scenario (scenario 3 controlled) as compared to the
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) profile for the uncontrolled increased per capita consumption scenario (scenario 3).

4. Discussion

Sustainable policymaking applied to global settings is a

broad, multidisciplinary, and multifaceted space. Identification

of creative policy mixes that promote environmental

sustainability and economic prosperity while destabilizing

older policies is needed for overall sustainability (Scordato et al.,

2018). The policy implications of the optimal control solution

are discussed in this section.

Figure 3A shows that a higher value of the plant

consumption parameter (kP1HH) is optimal. This parameter

affects the consumption of compartment P1 by the human

compartment. One of the policy implications of such an

increase in this parameter would be an associated increase in

the consumption of the primary producer by humans. The

model shows that humans are consuming more of the primary

producer P1 over time which can mean that humans have an

increased inclination for vegetarianism as a diet and plant-based

foods are preferable. This could be implemented by reducing

the tariffs associated with the agriculture sector and promoting

plant-based foods as a sustainable alternative. This ideology

finds support among many proposed sustainable growth ideas
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which suggest that restricting meat consumption and increasing

plant consumption in the diet is a more sustainable approach

(Salonen and Helne, 2012; United Nations, 2012; Lacour et al.,

2018). This policy is also in line with the United Nations

Sustainable Development Goal of "No Hunger", promoting food

security and sustainable agriculture. However, the consumption

of P1 by the HH compartment in this model is governed

by multiple factors such as the surplus of P1 available, the

availability from the resource pool (RP), and the amount of P1

going to the industry sector (IS). The amount of P1 required

by the Industry or P1IS is a function of the decision variable

θP1, and the amount of RP required by the Industry or RPIS is a

function of the decision variable λ. A change in these variables

also affects the P1HH flow.

The decision variable pH1, which is the minimum set

price of the product H1 as related to the demand for H1 by

humans (HH), evaluates animal consumption. The GGSM is an

interconnected model where the demand-supply gap dynamics

determine the prices of the products. Since the P1 compartment

is maintained, enough food is available for the herbivores to

prosper. Thus, as the livestock is maintained, there is enough

to fulfill the human demand, and so the optimum value of the

minimum set price of the H1 compartment is lower for the pH1

decision variable as compared to the base value as presented in

Figure 3B.

The decision variables λ and θP1 are measures of industry

efficiency. λ measures the efficiency of the Industry sector

toward extraction from the environment or the amount of RP

required to produce one unit of industry product. While θP1

measures the efficiency of the Industry sector toward agricultural

production or the amount of P1 required to produce one unit of

Industry product. It can be seen from Figure 3C presenting the

profile for θP1 that the industrial efficiency toward utilization of

agricultural produce as raw materials needs to improve. Thus,

less quantity of P1 is required to produce one unit of industry

product for humans to utilize. Agricultural biomass, whether

it be food, fiber, or fuel, is utilized in various industries to

produce several industrial products such as oils, resins, and

paper. The profile for θP1 implies that there is a need for efficient

handling of these agricultural products by the industry sector.

Thus showing that there is a need for global investment in

technologies that improve industrial efficiency to reduce the

amount of agricultural biomass consumed. Alternatively, this

policy can be implemented by improving the utilization of bio

waste generated from agriculture, reduction of waste, and a

green industrial approach (Shafiee-Jood and Cai, 2016; Gaurav

et al., 2017; Prasara-A andGheewala, 2017; Garcia-Herrero et al.,

2018; Ben-Othman et al., 2020).

The optimal control profile (Figure 3F) for the control

variable k̂ which regulates the access of livestock to the wild

primary producer P2 compartment, shows that the access of

livestock (H1) to P2 should be reduced. This policy suggests an

active need for wild plants to be protected and livestock access

to such wild grasslands to be curtailed further.

The decision variable discharge fee (pISHH) is a penalty

imposed by a governing body on the industry sector to levy

the amount of waste emitted into the environment. Thus,

this fee taxes the industry for polluting the environment.

Figure 3E shows that qualitatively a much larger value of

discharge fee is required to achieve the sustainability goals

as compared to the negligible penalty that is currently

imposed on industrial waste. Du and Li (2020) show that

constraining industrial pollutant discharge while implementing

environmental regulations can reduce industrial emissions.

Furthermore, investment in green industrial production and

pollution treatment techniques are needed along with discharge

penalties to observe realizable pollution control (Ji et al., 2020).

The non-renewable energy sector is a major contributor to

environmental emissions. Renewable energy offers advantages

over nonrenewable energy by being abundant, sustainable, and

having a low carbon footprint. McCollum et al. (2013) show

that stringent climate policy for carbon emission mitigation and

investing in decarbonization efforts would improve air quality

and offer significant cost savings through reduced pollution

control and energy security overheads, thus, increasing the

gross domestic product (GDP) by the year 2030. Furthermore,

the timing of a strategy with a mix of carbon emission

taxation and subsidizing renewables is more sustainable in

the longer term (Strnad et al., 2019). Furthermore, a faster

reduction in the energy intensity (the ratio of the energy

use to economic output) offers cross-sectoral benefits by

reducing the demand for nonrenewable energy and upscaling

renewable or low-carbon energy technologies (von Stechow

et al., 2015). Walker et al. (2014) show that inter-sectoral policy

interventions such as control of organic and sewage waste along

with efficient wastewater treatment present economic benefits,

reduced energy, water consumption, and sizable recovery of

nitrogen and carbon in the system.

It is observed from Figure 4A, that the carbon emissions

in the controlled scenario 3 are lower than those observed

in the uncontrolled scenario. Similarly, Figure 4C shows that

the nitrogen emissions (NOX) start reducing over time in

the controlled scenario. The ecological buffer as shown in

Figure 4D is higher in the controlled scenario, which depicts

that the biocapacity of the environment is more, and thus,

the environment is more resilient to human development.

The Green Net Product (GNP), a green economic indicator,

as shown in Figure 4E, is increasing and stable compared to

the uncontrolled scenario. This is also because the green net

product penalizes the economy with an increase in the number

of environmental pollutants, which are carbon and nitrogen

emissions in this case. The global water stress shown in Figure 4F

measures the strain on the water resources to fulfill the demands

of the human population. It is observed that the global water
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stress percentage is consistently lower as compared to the

previous scenario 3 where the stress exceeded 100% in only 85

years. While there are seven objectives under consideration to

measure sustainability, only one objective, i.e., FI was utilized to

model the optimal control problem.

One significant contribution of this study is that minimizing

the variance in the Fisher Information proves to be critical

in fulfilling the other six objectives. Whereas minimizing for

any one of the remaining six objectives does not fulfill the

other criteria. Thus, forgoing a multi-objective optimization

framework for this study. Fundamentally, Fisher Information

is a measure of the order of the system. Thus, a system

that maintains its order and has a near constant Fisher

Information profile is stable and, thus, sustainable (Cabezas

et al., 2018). These results reaffirm this theory by showing

that optimizing the Fisher Information proves beneficial for

maintaining sustainability in this system. Optimal control

problems investigate an optimal control law that satisfies the

performance indicator. It was apparent during this study that

this problem has multiple solutions, many of which might

not be realizable in an actual world environment but propose

mathematical optimality. We acknowledge that some of the

policy interventions mentioned here, such as the inflated

discharge fee, might be unrealistic to impose in a global

environment. However, qualitatively it is essential to note

that this study shows that a high enough discharge fee or a

drastic policy intervention is necessary if we are to observe any

reduction in emissions on a global scale. The model utilized for

this study is developed to give a better understanding of the

world albeit in an abstracted mathematical manner. Hence, this

is a complicated model based on assumptions that might not

hold true in the real world. Thus, we concede that this model is

evolving with time, and hence more features can be added which

could change the policy inferences that are presented here.

5. Conclusion and future study

Inordinate human consumption is unsustainable and has

been a rising cause of concern regarding climate change and

other environmental impacts. Global policy interventions are

a necessity to tackle this crisis in order to maintain our global

ecosystem, biodiversity, and economy for future generations.

This study looks at sustainability from an optimal control

perspective to provide a scientifically quantifiable foundation

for policymaking. In this study, key policy variables within the

GGSM framework are utilized as decision variables with the

objective to minimize the variance in the FI. It is observed

that reducing the variance in the FI yields a system that is

sustainable across all the ecological dimensions and shows to

have a better global economic contribution with a positive

impact on tackling pollution. Thus, optimizing for FI is sufficient

to optimize the other objectives under consideration. It is

important to note that while the FI can provide a basis to

reach a sustainable path, the policy actions from the different

dimensions have to be implemented together. In this study,

only one scenario was considered for analysis, where the policy

variables remain constant for the control timeline of 130 years.

In the future, we will look at other scenarios such as limiting

the change of the policy variables to a certain percentage or

magnitude and allowing the variables to change over time.

Thus, the future study will look at the evolution of policy

interventions over time and the impact of such interventions on

the global environment.
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United Nations Statistics Division (2009), World Bank (2010),

Gassert et al. (2013), Ritchie and Roser (2013, 2017), Roser

(2013), Roser et al. (2013), The World Bank (2020a,b,c), Our

World in Data (2021).
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